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Certain prescription medications and most illegal street drugs are controlled substances. Because it has been classified as
a Schedule II controlled substance, Concerta has special rules for how it is prescribed. There are many people who
should not take Concerta for various medical reasons, and Concerta should always be used under a healthcare provider's
supervision. Are you sure you want to add all of these topics? Concerta Sexual Side Effects. Would you like to view
your HealthSavvy Programs now, or stay on this page and continue reading this article? Concerta Without a
Prescription. Just because Concerta is a prescription medication, it does not mean it is safe for everyone. Concerta and
Thyroid Problems. Clearly, the correct answer is no, you should not buy Concerta without a prescription. There may be
other rules your healthcare providers must follow for Concerta, depending on the laws of your particular state.
Unfortunately, the choices you must make in real life are not always so clear. This site does not dispense medical advice
or advice of any kind. Should you take Concerta without a prescription, even if you follow all the directions and do not
take more than you should? Click Terms of Use for more information. Click Here to sign up. Separate multiple
addresses with a comma or semicolon. Concerta Without a Prescription. In order for us to best serve you and provide
you with the best information, can you please tell us if you currently have health insurance? As a result, you can be
prosecuted under federal and some state laws.How can I ask my Dr. to give me concerta. After much research, Im pretty
sure I have ADD. I live in Canada. Is there a test that I have to take before my Dr.. would prescribe it. Or do I just tell
her that I have ADD and she will fill out a prescription. To be honest I have tried concerta before a friend of mine gave
it. Sep 23, - How to get prescribed concerta by your doctor can seem something of an impossible task at first, especially
if you are new to having ADHD or if you are unsu. Jun 24, - If the diagnosis has been made by a properly certified
specialist psychiatrist, in NL family physicians would be willing to get you the refill you need. If no proper diagnostics
had been done, see a psychiatrist, even with a long waiting list, so How does one attain a Ritalin prescription in South
Africa? Jun 19, - Since Concerta is generally prescribed for ADHD or nacrolepsy, I doubt the psychiatrist will prescribe
it for unahistoriafantastica.com rare instances of treatment resistant depression a stimulant is used as an adjunct, after
countless other meds have been tried. Also, NEVER ask for a controlled substance by name, Opinions - - Recently
prescribed Concerta, want Adderall. Jan 2, - I am seeing a Doctor in a week in hopes of obtaining ADD medication
again so I may continue to prosper in life. I know they are not cure-alls but they do give my mind a good kickstart to get
my daily tasks done. I have read alot about Adderall XR and Concerta and I am interested in using one of these. I mainly
used Adderall I received from my cousin to get things done. I find that adderall gives me a great amount of motivation
and allows me to My experience getting an adderall prescription (US. Jun 7, - You can learn from my experience, and
access life-changing ADHD medication too. But, with some persistence, just about anyone with ADHD can get
prescribed Vyvanse or any other ADHD medication that they might need. Disclaimer: The following steps Concerta is
quite good as well. I'm personally. Sep 28, - To get Concerta you would need to see some doctor, psychiatrist or other.
And if you are in your late teens or older (which it sounds like you are) then it is highly unlikely a general practitioner
will prescribe Concerta, Adderall, or any stimulants to you. It is common and acceptable for a pediatrician to. How to
Get an Adderall Prescription. Adderall is a prescription medication that is used to treat ADHD (attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder) in children and adults. The drug is a central nervous system stimulant that is believed to. AFAIK
they cannot prescribe Concerta. Find a psychiatrist that treats ADD, your doctor can write a referral in SA the GP can
'co-prescribe' stimulants like concerta once the phychiatrist has diagnosed you and you've been on it for x amount of
time - this means you only have to visit your GP to get the script.
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